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“There is no better than adversity. Every defeat, every
heartbreak, every loss, contains its own seed, its own lesson
on how to improve your performance the next time.”
– Malcolm X

It’s been a very tough few weeks as our city grapples with how to address a changing world and protect our loved ones
and ourselves. Through the anxiety and stress, we are humbled by the solidarity we have seen from many parts of our
community and the measures both the government and the nation have taken to curb the spread of this epidemic.
Tough times breed tougher people and we are hopeful that better days lie ahead.
Throughout this period, we remained committed to putting together our annual Earth Issue – which could not have
come at a more appropriate time. Learn more about the efforts that local Egyptian businesses are doing to protect
our environment and build a better world in our feature about eco-friendly enterprises in Egypt. Explore how you can
use recycled and upcycled materials to build a dream home in our feature with Timur El Hadidi. Find out more about
homeopathy and how it can help alleviate symptoms from common colds and scrapes to bug bites and bruises.
As usual, we have a celebrity interview, this month with with Karim Kassem which delves into his recent work and what
he has in store for us next. Although the winter chill has been quite prolonged this year, spring fashion is around the
corner and we have the latest on the trends hitting the shops. We also have the latest on the Grand Egyptian Museum
and what we can expect when it finally opens its doors by end of year.
For daily content and updates, follow us online and turn on notifications for @cairopulse and @cairowestpublications.
We wish you good health and cheer with your loved ones this month, and we look forward to a safe and comforting
Ramadan.
See you in May!

TALK TO US

SEND AN EMAIL:
editor@cairowestmag.com
marketing@cairowestmag.com
FOLLOW US:
cairowestpublications

Are you following Cairo Pulse yet? We tell
you where to go, what to do, and what’s new
all around town - daily!
CairoPulse
cairopulse

Enjoy a superior travel experience

EGYPTAIR ADVERTISING

with our new

Wi-Fi internet
Personal screens on all classes

egyptair.com
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A graduate of AUC theater, Karim Kassem
has been working steadily in film and
TV making a solid name for himself and
building a cinematic legacy. Hot off
his international debut in Sawah last
year, the young actor has been hard at
work creating a buzz with the sequel to
Welad Rizk last summer and the critically
acclaimed TV series Mamlaket Ebless
with Ahmed Dawood. Now he is busy
filming the Ramadan series Lama Kona
Soghayareen and preparing for the sequel
of his first film Aw2at Faragh.
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CCM: Tell us a bit about your
upcoming role as Wael in
Lama Kona Soghayareen, the
anticipated Ramadan 2020 show.
What attracted you to this project
when you were approached?
K.K: The plot of the film revolves
around a group of five who became
friends at university and now work
at the same agency. I play Wael, the
joker in the group. He believes so
much in the good of people and is
shocked and upset when he sees
drama unfolding within the group.
Throughout the events of the movie,
Wael discovers the dark side of his
friends.
The show is set on the AUC
campus and you are an AUC
alumnus, did this bring back fond
memories?
Definitely! Going back to the
Greek Campus to film was an
amazing experience. Reliving all
the memories of my time there and
filming scenes where I actually used
to hang out with my friends was
cool.
Tell us about the experience of
playing Hamassa in Mamlaket
Eblees.
Playing Hamassa was certainly
different because playing a character
in this kind of parallel universe was
liberating in a way! It meant I didn’t
have to stick to the rules of playing a
sha3by character in a typical sense, it
gave me freedom to explore and try
new things. I didn’t expect so much
audience feedback on the show
since it debuted on a new streaming
platform, but I was pleasantly
surprised by how many people
watched it and responded to it!

with the Aw2at Faragh crew, I think
it’s going to be really truthful and
representative of this generation’s
experience – whether it’s daily
struggles, conflicts and the fight to
survive. Hopefully the Coronavirus
won’t delay the project though!
One of your noteworthy projects
last year, Sawah, premiered at four
different European film festivals.
How does that make you feel?
Yes! I was honored that Sawah
premiered at all these film festivals,
and it screened at over 20 film
festivals around the world. It was
also released on OSN and inflight
entertainment on airplanes, which
is amazing. I’m happy that so many
people saw it and gave positive
feedback! I’m proud that I took part
in the project, but I’m not planning
to celebrate in any particular way – I
prefer looking ahead and tackling
what’s next. There’s no time to
celebrate!
Is there any character you’ve
played that you feel particularly
close to and relate to more?
There are many roles I played
that I feel close to, but if I had to
choose one, I’d choose Moe from
Exterior Night. It’s one of the closest
characters to my heart. Another
character I relate to is Amr from
Aw2at Faragh.
What’s the most challenging part
about being a working actor and
choosing this as your career path?
Did you ever have to deal with
people close to you doubting your
decision?

Are you excited about Aw2at
Faragh 2? What can fans expect?

I think the hardest thing about
my career is the sense of doubt
and uncertainty of what’s coming
next. We don’t ever really know
what we’re going to do next year
in terms of projects, the maximum
time frame for knowing what you’re
going to be working on is maybe
six months. Maybe you believe in a
project and something goes wrong
somewhere, either in the production
or the direction or the marketing,
and then it doesn’t get the results
you want. So, there’s also an element
of frustration, because even if you
believe in a project you are still only
one small part of the big machine.

I’m very excited to be reunited

Fortunately, my whole family was

Aw2at Faragh was one of your first
projects and now there’s a sequel
coming up. What does this project
represent to you when looking
back at your career so far?
To me, Aw2at Faragh represents the
first time I was in front of a camera
and appearing on the big screen. It
was the first step I took to achieving
the dream I had since I was a kid, the
dream of becoming an actor.
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supportive of my career from day
one and I’m very grateful. They used
to come watch me at my school
plays all the way through university,
they supported me completely
when I decided to switch my major
from engineering to theatre. The
fees for my university studies were
large amounts and it wasn’t easy for
them, but they agreed to support
my dream regardless. I’m very
thankful for that!
What is the most rewarding part
of acting in your experience and
what would you advise young
aspiring actors to do when
starting out?
I believe the most rewarding part
is the love of the audience, and
when you hear someone say that
your work is inspirational. When you
realize that you can affect people’s
lives even in a small way by playing
a role, it’s very rewarding. Also, when
you visit these characters, situations
and emotions that you wouldn’t
probably feel in your own life,
there is a scary feeling, but it’s also
rewarding to go there and feel these
scenes and characters.
The travel involved in acting is also
a big perk and reward! I get to see
these beautiful places around Egypt
and outside; it’s awesome, I feel very
lucky and fortunate.
April is our Earth issue and we
hear that you are a supporter of
Very Nile, an initiative to clean the
Nile. What made you choose this
initiative and what differences
would you like to see being made
in your community?
I got involved with Very Nile because
on a personal level, I am very
concerned with the environment
and the cause and effect we have as
human beings on our surroundings.
I felt compelled to join as many
initiatives as possible to support
the environment and bring as
much awareness as possible to this
issue. Even though my fans and
followers are young, they should
be aware of the issues we face. I’m
hoping to continue supporting
and sharing the news about what
these important organizations are
doing, and encourage people to find
alternatives to plastic and reduce
their waste.
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Quickfire Round
Best day ever?
My 30th birthday! I was in Spain and got lost
an hour away from the city on the beach with
a friend of mine.
Favorite movie?
At the moment, Parasite, or Les
Misérables, which premiered
and was nominated for the
Palme d’Or at Cannes Film
Festival last year.
Favorite animal?
I love all animals! I don’t have
any pets at home, but I love
them all.
Language you want to learn and
speak fluently?
Spanish and Italian.
A bad habit you wish you could quit?
Doing stuff on my phone before bedtime
and when I wake up. It’s a horrible habit.
Also, just being on my phone more than a
couple of hours a day.
A weird food combination you really
like?
I like to add Sweet Thai Chili on most of the
things I cook, even eggs and pasta sauce.
One thing you wish you could change
about society?
So many things… I wish that people would
regard environmental problems more
seriously, stop animal abuse and not treat
it as secondary, battle against harassment
and the abuse of women. It should be a top
priority for us. These are basic rights, whether
it’s it is the rights of women, children, or
animals, or the right to live in a clean and safe
environment … we live with the effects of
this every day.
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Straight from the runways of New York and Paris, these are
the looks that we expect will be popping up all over the
mall this season. Keep an eye out for replicas of these high
fashion looks so you can appear bang on trend.

Knit Dresses
Pair a colorful knit dress with a light denim
jacket for an effortlessly cool look, or go for
a mid-length dress with beachy sandals if
you’re heading to Gouna or Sokhna. Dress up
a knit dress with heels for evening outings,
this spring trend is as versatile as it gets!

Bermuda Shorts
These shorts are trending towards middle
length for spring and summer. Bermuda
shorts popped up on the runways in all types
of fabrics: leather, silk, denim and paired with
everything from blazers to tees and blouses.
It’s all about the styling with this spring trend
to avoid it looking like Dad on vacation!

12
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Vests
This long-recycled trend is making a comeback
this year and you can dress it up and down! The
vest is an absolute layering piece and you can go
modern with tailored options over short sleeves
or tanks, or go hippie with suede and velvet
options paired with jeans.

Crochet
We are a beach-loving nation, and this
trend works perfectly for going from day
to night. Enjoy those beachy nights with a
bang on trend crochet dress, and dig out
your crochet swimwear from yesteryear –
this trend is back with a vengeance!

CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Side Slits
The slit that Angelina wore and had the whole
world talking is here in a functional way. We’re
aware this may be too sexy for regular days, but
we think with a little finesse you can wing it!
Consider a side slit on tops instead of bottoms.

Corsets
Define your shape and waist with this
romantic look. Corsets appeared all over the
runways, we particularly loved this whimsical
and romantic look from Brock Collection. For a
functional everyday look, pair with jeans and a
floaty kimono.

More #TRENDS
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@ cairowestmag.com/fashion

Summer time and fun in the sun is right
around the corner, but how can we
make our makeup last all day without
the risk of it melting off? We’ve got you
covered with 10 tips and tricks for how
to make your makeup last 24 hours
without it budging.
Liquid eyeliner in summer is KEY.
Avoid pencil liners for a winged look
because it won’t last all day and
you risk looking messy. The trick to
achieving a long-lasting winged look
is to use any black matte shadow
with a pencil brush on top of your
eyeliner.
Use the right texture for your
foundation.
When women shop for their
foundation shade, they concentrate
on finding their exact shade,
however they choose the wrong
texture for their skin type. If you have
oily skin, find brands that have oil
control like Neutrogena. If you have
dry skin, use brands like Nars which
have a luminous glow and creamylike texture.
Setting powder is important.
Laura Mercier’s translucent powder
is one of the best brands out there to
set/bake foundation and under eye
concealer. Use this all over your face
and I can guarantee it will not budge.
Use any setting spray after the
setting powder.
There are some particularly good

EXPLORE!

By Hana Abdel Aziz

brands like Makeup Forever’s Mist
and Fix or Urban Decay’s All Nighter.
Spray on to your face (not too close!),
then use a beauty blender and tap
gently over your face. This helps your
foundation last longer in the hot sun.

Nars or Benefit have tinted blush in
all color shades. By adding this, it
will help keep your makeup intact
all night. If these products are not
at your disposal, use any creamy or
liquid lipstick.

The “no makeup” makeup look.
This tip is for the ladies who do not
use foundation on a day-to-day
basis. This can be achieved with just
concealer, powder, mascara and
blush.

Avoid applying wet products on
top of dry products.
This mix can cause your makeup to
look muddy or caked. Try to stick to
a routine while putting your makeup
on just like skin care. All the wet
products first, then the powders,
then setting spray. Voila!

Waterproof mascara is your friend.
Our lash glands are naturally oily,
and some women have more oil in
between their lashes. This is why
mascara tends to melt or dry up. Use
Vaseline to help revive and remove
the excess oil on your lashes before
you apply your mascara. L’Oreal’s
Voluminous Lash Primer is also one
of the best products out there for
this solution.
Summer calls for the “wet” look.
This dewy look screams sexy and
can be achieved by using tinted and
glow primers before the foundation
or mixed with foundation. Blush
is our number one obsession, and

Carry blotting sheets.
This will help remove excess oil and
sweat. Fenty Beauty is the preferable
brand; however, an affordable way
is to keep your beauty blender and
some tissue paper in your makeup
bag. Tap lightly to remove the excess
oils.
Sunscreen is important!
Stay away from tinted sunscreens as
it disrupts your foundation. A light
creamy non-tinted sunscreen helps,
also foundations that contain SPF are
a must.
Refer to our Address Book for contact details

find tips and ideas @ cairowestmag.com/beauty
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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The Beauty
of Recycling
A Sheikh Zayed Villa
Shows the Way
In an age of disposables,
we are starting to get a
wake-up call. The words,
reclaim, re-use, recycle,
restore, repurpose and
renovate are creeping
into our daily vocabulary.
While it may be easy to
make small steps towards
reducing the immense
pile of trash building up
on our planet, how many
of us would take on the
challenge of building a
house, from scratch, with
recycled materials?
A visit to the home of
Timur El Hadidi proved
to be a revelation and an
inspiration.
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CCM: Timur, Tell us about the
journey behind the creation of
your environmentally- friendly
villa.
Since childhood, I have always
been interested in nature and the
environment. My parents raised
us to be fascinated by natural
phenomena, plants, animals and
landscapes. We were mainly raised
in Alexandria and regularly stayed
at our beach house in Agami. I also
used to work in the fields of water
and energy as well as sustainable
development.

When the 25th of January
revolution started in 2011, I was
already frustrated by the lack of
environmental consciousness the
government and the private sector
in Egypt portrayed. The revolution
gave me the push to get out of
the box and do something useful
and real for myself and also for the
bigger cause. I decided to quit my
job and start building a house out
of recycled materials in the hope
of being able to create an example
of change. Change is not easy,
but flexibility and adaptation are

CAIRO CENTRAL MAGAZINE

necessary for our survival. After acquiring
a piece of land in an area called the “Green
Revolution” in 2012, everything made sense
and I started looking for skilled workers and
materials.
When I met a few masons, the one who
immediately stood out was Sheikh Emad
Abo El Hadid. We immediately started
talking while he was building the first
little building on the land and never
really stopped for the coming eight years.
Our discussions range from building
techniques, material choices and supply
to community building, love, religion and
art. His open-mindedness, correctness
and extraordinary building skills were
astounding.
With the help of Ayman the carpenter and
Moharram the painter we continue to work
until today…
Have you followed the same concept in
other projects?
Yes, in Nubia, South of Aswan on the
island of Heissa in the Nile I partnered up
with Felix, my Nubian partner to build a
little lodge. The view is breath-taking and
the rooms are simple, uniquely built into
the granite rocks and very cozy. The food
is delicious and the Nubians are super
friendly. The whole island is engaged in a
development process and trying to balance
between development and keeping
traditions and the environment alive. Many
projects mushroomed on Heissa and the
community was enriched with investors,
social workers and environmental activists.
Heissa is becoming a very interesting
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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destination that offers traditional
living with the Nubians, historical
monuments, birdwatching, great
beaches, hiking, kayaking and much
more.
Did you find it challenging to meet
all of your building requirements
with recycled materials?
Sometimes. But it was easier for me
because I had no plans so I was not
looking for certain materials, I was
taking what I find! This flexibility
gave us the ability to place any
material at any time anywhere we
wanted. Nevertheless, around 80%
of the materials used are recycled.
Has it worked out as you first
envisioned it?
No! It turned out better. It was a
surprise and we all love it and are
satisfied with the outcome.
What do you love most about your
home?
The story behind it. The days, weeks,
months and years. The memories…

GET INSPIRED!
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It was a journey that is still ongoing
and now I even get to enjoy the
house.
Is it still work-in-process, or do
you feel it is a completed project?
A project like this one is a
never-ending story. A house is a
responsibility, it needs maintenance,
occupants and happy times to fulfil
its purpose as a home.
What do you have in the pipeline?
Some developers have approached
me to do a town-like project in
a sustainable manner. We are
discussing topics like location,
community building, social justice
and reducing costs of living. On
the other hand, it would also be
interesting to look at existing
areas and communities that need
a restructure or refurbishment
for revival. We aspire to create an
example of a new age community
that is environmentally aware, selfsustainable, highly conscious and
engaged.

more trends and ideas @ cairowestmag.com/homeandgarden
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Homemade Egyptian Food Delivered To Your Door
FOR ORDERS

0102 7077777
Matbakh Shams proudly boasts a variety of
family recipes for your favourite traditional Egyptian dishes, cooked with a bit of extra love. Whether
you can’t remember when the last time you’ve had a proper stuffed pigeon, or spent hours at night
asking yourself what we put in our addictive stuffed onions, we recommend you give us a call.
All orders must be requested a day in advance so get to it! we are based in the Sahrawy/Sheikh Zayed
area, and deliver all the way to Mohandiseen, Zamalek, and Maadi.
DELIVERY RATES BY LOCATION
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We all have the ability to make small changes that lead to a
big impact. In honor of Earth Day, we learned more about the
efforts these local Egyptian businesses are doing to protect
our environment and build a better world.
20
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Drumming Up Support
for the Environment

Drumstick Designs founder Sherine
Abdel Rassoul gives us an update
on how Drumstick packaging is
changing our habits.
Drumstick’s beginnings were in
product design, making home
solutions like socket covers and tile
stickers and some furniture items.
Then in September 2018 with the
inescapable plastic waste problem
and the growing crisis of climate
change, “We really felt a little bit...
silly.... working in just home product
design”, says Sherine.
The company took a firm step in
shifting the line of work from decor
and home solutions to environmental
solutions. The first product was
the Seoudi Supermarket reusable
shopping bag. Prior to this project,
Sherine did not really know the
people behind the supermarket chain
Seoudi, “It was just a supermarket
that we liked”, she says. Eventually,
Sherine and her team were able to
contact the decision maker there
and were positively surprised at
his eagerness to help. “They were
incredibly supportive and generous”,
recalls Sherine. Worthy of note,
neither Drumstick nor Seoudi made
any profit from the sale of this bag, it

was all done in an effort to encourage
shoppers to avoid using plastic bags.
Drumstick Design is currently making
bags for Seoudi, Metro Supermarket,
Tupperware, ESMA, and a number of
other clients in and out of the FMCG
industry. Its’ next project following
the Seoudi reusable shopping
bags was the Plastic Free Freska
campaign. Drumstick Designs has
also developed a beeswax wrap in
collaboration with Marwa El Ansary
(Eco-warrior) who conceptualized
the idea, and Nathalie Farag (Egypsy)
who produced it. Geared more
towards the consumer, beeswax wrap
is a cotton cloth treated with high
grade beeswax, organic jojoba oil,
and mastic. This concoction makes
the fabric act like a stiff and sticky
plastic cover that you use instead
of disposable shrink wrap. “This
invention was actually used by the
ancient Egyptians thousands of years
ago! We just brought it back home”,
says Sherine.
It is naturally anti-fungal, antibacterial, and much healthier as it
doesn’t leak any toxic chemicals into
your food like plastic does. It can be
used to wrap any food except raw
meat, so can be used it to wrap a

sandwich, or anything you would
wrap with. Caring for the beeswax
wrap is also quite simple, just rinse,
hang, and repeat. However, Sherine
reminds us, “You need to be cautious
not to put it in the microwave or
cover very hot food with it because
it’s wax, and wax melts”.
The latest project by Drumstick
Designs is the paper pulp plate.
“Since July of last year we have been
trying to put together a sustainable
and affordable alternative to
Styrofoam plates, which are nonrecyclable, non bio-degradable,
very toxic, and very flimsy”, says
Sherine. The Drumstick team has
finally succeeded in creating a local,
affordable, and 100% biodegradable
alternative to Styrofoam plates! The
plates come in three sizes, half kilo
and full kilo carriers, and a clam shell
box for takeaway food. They look
good, and actually increase the shelflife of the fruit, and they’re much
healthier to the fruit and our bodies.
Drumstick is always striving to
introduce workable, sustainable
alternatives on the B2B and B2C level.
“Affordable, scalable, and local ecosolutions that can shift the statusquo”, concludes Sherine.
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Up-Fuse
Fashion with an Environmental Message
We live in a plastic world, or so it increasingly seems. With so
much of this plastic littering our planet as waste, we have to
celebrate any innovation that recycles it and repurposes it, not
just effectively but with a dash of pizzazz.
How Up-Fuse came about
It all started as a graduation projection by two co-founders: Yara
Yassin and Rania Rafie. The aim was to transform plastic waste
into something wearable that celebrates the creator and the
wearer. Starting in 2013, with great passion and dedication, the
idea gradually began developing into the full-fledged business
that it is now.
Getting the project off the ground
It was challenging to create the production system and convince
artisans and technicians to join because it was a new material
that they thought might not be successful. But now, Up-Fuse has
an army of women artisans and technicians that it loves so much
because they are the real creators of its products.
The public response
The first response was quite aggressive from clients in 2013
and 2014. The material and the design language were new.
This encouraged Up-Fuse to learn how to approach the market
differently and enhance its material, quality, and tonality.
New ideas in the works
The team is working on a new sports bag and will soon hit the
market with a new collaboration for shoes.

22
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Shagra

An Idea Bearing Fruit
It started with a chance observation, and has blossomed
into an initiative that will help the community. How? By
making free vitamin-packed fruit available throughout
the city, through the simple act of planting trees. The
brainchild of Eng. Omar El Deeb, a project started in
2016, it is now well under way. According to El Deeb, the
community support and response has been gratifying.
A petroleum engineer with no initial training
in agriculture, El Deeb received his diploma in
environmental engineering in 2014. El Deeb says this
project is a fulfilment of a childhood dream to be able
to do something of lasting value for the community,
especially the less privileged.
One day he noticed local passersby picking fruit from a
tree adjacent to his home on the outskirts of Cairo, and
the idea came to him to plant more trees along the street.
Although the land was relatively barren, he went on to
plant ten trees opposite his house, for anyone in need to
pick from. The next step was to write a post on Facebook,
inviting friends to join in and start a tree planting
campaign. Within two days Shagra was up and launched
in El Obour City.

There was no shortage of challenges. Trees were cut
down and destroyed for no reason. The law did not have a
provision for individuals to plant fruit trees in the streets.
It took a massive effort, and eventually the law was
changed. Inspired by his efforts, the idea snowballed and
soon volunteers in other locations joined in tree planting
events, with more than 300 having taken place to date.
The Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Youth
have come on board, along with multinational companies
and other organizations to support events, and by time,
the initiative spread to other countries and has been
emulated by new groups. Now, over 100,000 fruit trees
have been planted, in schools, universities, on roof tops
and balconies, both in Egypt and abroad. With a strong,
enthusiastic team Shagra is setting a sustainable example
for many to follow.
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GO SMART WITH
PAPER STRAWS
Adding to the deluge of plastic littering our world,
plastic straws have always been one of the major
culprits. So let’s feel good about the fact that
a local company is up and running to provide
eco-friendly paper straws.
These bestselling eco-friendly straws work
perfectly with any type of drink. Strong, colorful
and stylish, these biodegradable marvels are great
for kids and adults alike. Innovation has always
been at the core of Smart Straws’ offering, and as
they have seen and been part of the wave of the
movement towards eco-friendly alternatives
to single use items, they saw a fit for what
they could offer.
How it kicked off
The idea was started by the Founder and CEO of
Smart Straws, Michael Adel. A strong supporter of local
manufacturing of eco-friendly products to global standards,
he launched Smart Straws in November of 2018. Of course there
was some hesitation from the market, but after a trial period
with certificates from the Ministry of Health and the Egyptian
Organization for Standards & Quality at the beginning of 2019,
Smart Straws has since covered the Egyptian market and sent
products to the Gulf and North Africa. And there will be more to
come!
Biodegradable, hygienic and non-toxic
All components in the straws are biodegradable, compostable, and
sustainable, and are extremely sturdy and resistant to cracking and
splitting. Not only will they naturally degrade, they don’t contain
any genetically modified ingredients and like all the company’s
products, are 100% chlorine and fluoro-chemical free. Smart
Straws help reduce plastic pollution by decomposing in just 45 to
90 days.
Handy packaging
The selection of biodegradable straws includes unwrapped
options, as well as individually wrapped styles that ensure optimal
cleanliness and sanitation. The straws come in a wide variety of
sizes from 6, 8, 10, 12 mm and colors, they also offer different kinds
of packaging according to individual needs.
In the pipeline
In addition to this product, which provides a sustainable,
alternative solution to plastic straws, the company is also
considering new eco-products such as edible cups and plates and
cutlery. Stay tuned!
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What We Know About
The Long Awaited

Grand Egyptian
Museum
By Aliaa El Sherbini

On a vast empty space, two kilometers away from the
Great Pyramids, you used to see bricks forming an
unrecognizable shape, never fully developed. As years
went by these bricks became a massive modern design
with intricate details, home to what we know now as The
Grand Egyptian Museum (GEM), greeting you with majestic
presence from afar.

This long anticipated project dates
back to 2002 when discussions first
arose, and since then the project has
been in slow-motion progress.
You might remember back in
2006 when the famous statue of
Ramesses II was moved from the
heart of Ramses Square to the Giza
plateau, thinking to yourself the
Grand Museum was only a few years
away from opening. A decade later,
and we can finally say that the move
of Ramesses II was not for nothing,
as we await the opening of the GEM
in the last quarter of 2020.
General Atef Moftah, the Civil
Engineer and General Supervisor of
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the Grand Egyptian Museum directly
appointed by President Abdel Fattah
Al Sisi in February 2016 to handle the
project, explains that despite facing
some challenges with funding, they
have now succeeded in completing
96.5% of the museum’s construction
and organization.

doors are related to minor finishes
of the main gallery building, testing
the over 50 web infrastructures that
this project contains, the installation
of antiquities and the organizing
and testing of King Tutankhamun’s
display vitrines.

“In the span of 3 years, the
percentage of completion increased
by 80%, jumping from 17% to 96.5%.
Now the GEM has become a topic of
conversation all over the world,” said
General Moftah.

Yes, it is true, there is an entire room
dedicated to King Tut, known as the
Golden King, and his treasures in
a space that exceeds 7,000 square
meters. A total of 105 vitrines will
display approximately 5,000 of King
Tut’s pieces.

Racing time with dedication and
passion, General Motfah assures us
that the 4% left to open the GEM’s

“For the first time ever, all the
treasures and belongings of King
Tut, most of which have never been
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shown before, will be displayed
in the same place,” said General
Moftah.
With tens of thousands of timeless
artifacts awaiting installation, the
museum will take you back in time
on a rich journey through the age
of the Pharaohs in Ancient Egypt.
70 grand pieces have already been
set up and placed on pedestals in
the main gallery space. But there is
still work to be done in exhibiting
the rest of the artifacts, which will
showcase all the phases of Egyptian
history and heritage covering a total
space of 19,000 square meters.
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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open art spaces, and two large
restaurants overlooking the
Pyramids. There is also a small
children’s museum within the grand
museum for children to learn about
the architecture, engineering,
sculpting, and rebirth of ancient
Egypt.
“The GEM is not solely a showcasing
gallery, but a rich and complex
space with a range of educational,
historical, cultural and commercial
activities and facilities,” General
Moftah stated with pride. The GEM
is built to become a focal point that
provides an enriching experience for
the Egyptian people, as well as for
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tourists and foreigners.
If you think a few hours will be
enough to visit the new museum,
then think again. Besides the
precious antiquities, there will
be a 3D cinema, meeting rooms,
laboratories, learning spaces,
specialized viewing rooms for
researchers, a food court, gardens,

So, when exactly will it open? That
we do not know for sure. General
Moftah says they are working on
completing it on time, but nobody
can predict what will actually
happen since world events affect the
overall completion date.
Stay tuned for the big opening,
2020 just might end on a historically
festive note!
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A New Engaging Take on Real
Estate Sales at ZED Showroom
Taking Sheikh Zayed by storm is all things ZED: ZED Park, ZED
Winter Wonderland, and now ZED Showroom, redefining the
client-developer relationship forever. Forget walking into a sales
center, looking at a model of the compound then sitting a table
with a sales person to look at a bunch of maps and plans. At ZED
Showroom clients and potential buyers can discuss their future
properties over a delightful meal.

ZED Showroom is built by Hisham Ghorab of Style
Design, and designed by Ora Design team Mariam Azmy
and Marc Moheb, led by Lead Architect Khaled Morgan.
ORA conceptualized a brand experience that creates a
high-impact lifestyle environment. The space evokes the
atmosphere and drama of a gallery space, rather than that
of a conventional sales center, allowing the development
to be curated in an impactful, eye-catching way, thanks to
the lighting design of Noha Mohsen (Enlighten).
“Instead of having the ordinary sales center packed with
meeting rooms, offices and advertising banners, we’ve
created a flexible open space. Then, we’ve divided it into
two spaces; The showroom and the restaurant; Italiano –
an Italian restaurant operated by Pier 88.”

Although the project has two distinctive functions, they
are meant to complement each other responding to the
vibrant culture of the mixed-use development ZED Sheikh
Zayed. The main entrance, crowned with a floating bird
nest carrying samples of the park’s trees, is the landmark
of the entire project. It leads to the highest point of the
park; the outdoor terrace that enjoys the outstanding
views over the 65 acres of ZED park.
The ground floor space is clean and light, combining
wood, concrete, steel and glass elements alongside fully
exposed services to create a bold experimental feel, while
the mezzanine floor presents customers with a richly
atmospheric, relaxed feel, encouraging interaction with
the model and the spaces at a more leisurely pace.
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Natural Medicine for
Common Ailments
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Aconite: For immediate shock or fright, freefloating anxiety and panic attacks.

Ignatia

Ignatia: For bereavement,
grief, loss, silent grief,
unhappy love, bad news,
and moodiness.

Aconite

Arnica: For trauma from
accidents and shock. This
is a go-to remedy after any
accident or physical injuries
with bruising. Also, injuries to
the muscles and strains from
over-exertion. If given early, will
reduce swelling and bruises.

Hypericum: For injuries to fingers, toes, or
coccyx with shooting pains where nerves
are involved.

Hypericum

ni

ca

Bumps & Bruises

Ar

Cuts & Scrapes
Calendula: For painful wounds and
abrasions. Often used as a cream to aid
wound healing or to calm an inflamed
skin.

Hypericum: For sensitive wounds with
shooting pains. Often used as a solution
with calendula to clean wounds.

Hypericum

Homeopathic remedies
often come in the shape of
tiny sugar pellets or tablets
to be placed under the
tongue, or as drops. They
also come in other forms
such as ointments, gels,
or creams. Treatments are
usually individualized and
tailored to each person per
consultation with a trained
homeopath who takes a
patient’s history and then
prescribes the treatment.
However, there are some
remedies that apply to many
common symptoms and
ailments. British homeopath
Angela Jones has been
practicing homeopathy
for a decade and shared
some insight on common
homeopathic remedies that
can help alleviate symptoms
of common day-to-day
ailments.

Shocks

Calendula

Homeopathy is an
alternative medicinal
practice developed in
the late 18th century by
Dr. Samuel Hahnemann,
a German doctor who
believed that “like cures
like”. A typical homeopathic
remedy contains minute
concentrations of a
particular toxin intended
to cure the very same
symptoms it would cause in
larger doses.
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SNIFFLES & SNEEZES

Gelsemium: A slow onset
of feeling exhausted, sleepy,
everything heavy and aching.
Bursting, congested headache.

Aconite: Use at the
very first signs of a cold
after exposure to dry,
cold winds. Sudden
onset with chilliness
and great restlessness.

Belladonna: Use for the
sudden onset of sore throat,
red, very hot and dry cough.
Throbbing headache.

Allium cepa: For
colds and hay fever
with streaming eyes
(bland) and runny
nose (acrid and
burning), cough
brought on by cold
air, and a painful
throat. Frequent
sneezing.

Arsenicum: Colds begin
in the nose with acrid
discharge and sneezing;
very chilly and anxious, or
a gastric flu with vomiting
and diarrhea.

RHUS
TOX

Ruta: Similar remedy
to Rhus tox, but for
when tendons are
involved. Sprains,
tennis elbow, and eye
strain from excessive
reading or close work.

DIGESTION

Rhus tox: Use for over-exertion,
stiffness coupled with restlessness,
worse on first movement,
but improves with continued
movement. Also good for sore
muscles after exercising too much.

Arsenicum: Vomiting
and diarrhea especially
from food poisoning
and gastric flu. Burning
pain in stomach. Thirst
for small quantities.
Anxious, finicky, and
restless.

RUTA

STINGS & PUNCTURE
WOUNDS
Ledum: Use for puncture wounds (e.g. from
nails, splinters), stings and bites, better with
cold applications.

DISCOVER!

NUX
VOMICA

Nux vomica: This is the
number one remedy for
hangovers; nausea after too
much rich food, alcohol,
coffee. Also useful for colic
and constipation.

LEDUM

ARSENICUM

STRAINS & SPRAINS

This is a very abbreviated list and homeopathy
oﬀers many more remedies for each ailment, the
descriptions here give a brief idea to what each
remedy treats and addresses. Upon consultation
with a homeopath, a lot more detail is given.

More health and fitness new
news @ cairowestmag.com/health
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Safeguarding against
Coronavirus
By Tabibi

There is currently no vaccine
to prevent COVID-19, but
there are things we can do
to help protect ourselves
and our loved ones from
contagion. Firstly, we must
wash our hands frequently,
for the duration of at least
20 seconds each time,
especially after going to
the bathroom; before
eating; and after blowing
your nose, coughing, or
sneezing, can stop germs
from spreading from one
person to another.

• Lather your hands by rubbing
them together with the soap.
Lather the backs of your hands,
between your fingers, and under
your nails.
• Scrub your hands for at least
20 seconds. Need a timer? Hum
the “Happy Birthday” song from
beginning to end twice.
• Rinse your hands well under
clean, running water.
• Dry your hands using a clean
towel or air dry them.

• Avoid travel to highly infected
areas.
Know the reason behind the
media attention. It’s not about
the mortality rate of the disease,
because that is very low compared
to the common flu or pneumonia.
The attention the virus is getting
is due to the fact that it is newly
discovered, so doctors and scientists
are still learning about it every
day. As the virus spreads, different
patterns are emerging, from mild
illness, to extreme illness and death.

Hand washing is more than just
a quick splash of water and soap.
Follow these 5 steps to clean your
hands every time.
• Wet your hands with clean,
running water (warm or cold), turn
off the tap, and apply soap. (Any
soap, not necessarily antibacterial
soap).

Know other hygiene etiquette
• Always cough and sneeze into a
tissue (make sure to throw it away
after each use!) or to cough and
sneeze into your arm or elbow, not
your hands.
• Avoid touching your face; teach
your children to do the same.
• When you feel any cold and flu
symptoms or fever, stay home
and know when to keep your ill
child from school or day care until
recovery.
• Always maintain a 1-meter
distance between you and others.
• Clean and disinfect your home
as usual using regular household
cleaning sprays or wipes.
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Know the symptoms of COVID-19.
These can range from mild to
severe and can include fever,
cough, and shortness of breath.
Some people like older adults and
people who have serious chronic
medical conditions like heart
disease, diabetes and lung disease
are at high risk of getting a severe
infection like pneumonia and
experience difficulty in breathing.
When in doubt, check with the
experts. Call hotline 105.
Stay up-to-date by trusted
resources. Families are encouraged
to remain up-to-date about this
situation as we learn more about
how to prevent this virus from
spreading in our homes and
communities.
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Kids! Make the most of Easter by rolling up your sleeves and
coloring eggs with your most inspired designs.
Look at some of these lovely eggs to get some great ideas.
34
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W H AT YO U N E E D
White eggs, boiled for 10 to 12 minutes
so they are hard
Empty egg carton
Food coloring
White crayon
Stencils
Stickers
Acrylic paint
Sparkly glitter
Gold paint
Beads
Glue

1

Half fill wide glasses with water, a teaspoon
of food coloring and a teaspoon of vinegar.
Before you dip your eggs in you can draw
designs on the eggs in white crayon. Try
flowers, butterflies, stripes, zig-zags, hearts and
stars, or anything you like. Let each egg rest in the
water mixture for 5 minutes and put to dry in a
space in the empty egg carton.

2

Create an amazing design with acrylic
paint. You can glue on beads, lace, ribbon
and glitter, just use your imagination. You
could even paint faces!

A golden egg can look fantastic, just use
spray, or paint from a stationery shop.

4

3

Stickers are perfect for making eggs look
pretty, and not too messy.
Send your photos of finished eggs to
What’sApp to your friends

5
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Horoscopes
By Maeri Frances

Where’s the good news? With Saturn, Pluto and Mars playing it out, and Jupiter soon to add expansion and enablement
to the mix, unfortunately it seems that the ride isn’t over yet. But, just to put things into perspective, humanity has been
down this road before. Tough, yes, but it has come through, bruised, battered and wiser, ready to do a major overhaul on
systems and habits that have long outworn their usefulness. The sun will break through the clouds.
P.S. Don’t forget to read your rising sign as well if you know it.
April Birthdays:
1st April –David Oleweyo (actor), 2nd April, Michael Fassbender (actor), 3rd April – Eddie Murphy, Alec Baldwin (actors), 5th
April – Pharrell Williams (musician), 7th April – Russell Crowe (actor), 9th April – Kristen Stewart (actress), 12th April – Andy
Garcia (actor), 15th April – Emma Watson (actress), 17th April – Rooney Mara (actress), 19th April – James Franco (actor),
22nd April – Jack Nicholson (actor), 23rd April – Dev Patel (actor), 25th April – Al Pacino (actor).

Happy Birthday,

Aries

April in a Nutshell:
Opt out of the rumor mill
Tempting thought it may be to do otherwise,
you need to keep your communication above
board and transparent. No matter how innocent
your conversations may be, people are not
likely to see it that way this month. Mars and
Saturn entering your 11th house, joined by
Jupiter, may indicate a need to be more
diplomatic rather than trying to
call the shots.

Taurus

Gemini

April in a Nutshell: Listen to your inner
voice!

April in a Nutshell: Hang in there, things
can only get better.

As an Earth sign, you are probably quite resilient when it
comes to staying on track, but with Uranus springing all
sorts of surprises in your sign, you may feel pushed to the
limit some days. You need to draw on your inner strength
and philosophy as the month gets under way. Stay calm
around the 7th, and keep your ear to the ground for stuff
going on behind the scenes.

Skilled as you are, you may feel that you are trying to
juggle too many balls in the air at once. Confusion in
career matters plays off against financial concerns, while
friends seem to be acting in an unpredictable way when
you least expect it. Look for some respite around the 21st,
touch base with friends and loved ones, even if it is online
or at a distance.
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Cancer

Libra

Capricorn

April in a Nutshell:
There’s no getting
off the merry-goround.

April in a Nutshell:
So, what happened
to all the good
times?Sociable, creative and
sometimes love-fixated creature
that you are, these days seem to
be soul-crippling. The challenge
for you lies in maintaining your
friendships, sense of humor and
equilibrium in a sort of a void.
Saturn’s transit through your 5th
house will create a new awareness
of your responsibilities and priorities
with kids, pets and self-expression.
Not fun at times, but part of the new
reality.

April in a Nutshell:
Where did all the
money go?

It could be hard to convince
someone close to you that you need
space to focus on your career. If you
feel you are being pulled in several
directions at once, try to steal a few
minutes for yourself to find inner
calm and prioritize. Relationships
could be tense or drain you, stay
positive and be realistic.

Leo
April in a Nutshell:
Connect with your significant
other.

Scorpio
April in a Nutshell:
Family first.

Intimacy is tough to manage these
days, and close relationships will
inevitably suffer. Warm- hearted
spontaneous Leo will find this hard
to handle. It will be important to find
a way to stay emotionally connected
even when circumstances seem
to be creating obstacles, left,
right and center. Cooperation and
consideration will count for a lot.

With Saturn and Mars taking up
position in your solar 4th house,
ruling family and the home, it seems
that this will be the focus during
April. You need to be practical and
patient, as situations could test
you to the utmost at times and
responsibilities will pile up. Your
most productive days are likely to be
the 7th, 8th and 10th of April.

Virgo

Sagittarius

April in a Nutshell:
Don’t panic!

April in a Nutshell:
Choose your words
wisely.

OK, don’t try denying it. You can be
the world’s worst hypochondriac at
times. And this is one of them. But
wake up to it. The more you stress
and worry, the worse things will be.
Stay healthy and safe by maintaining
your routine as efficiently as possible
under the circumstances. Saturn
is now in your 6th house of work,
duties and wellbeing, and he calls
for commonsense and a responsible
attitude.

Sometimes it is not so much what
you say, but how you say it. Feelings
are fragile these days, and you need
to avoid being seen as callous or
judgmental. Use your insight to
offer practical suggestions and
sound advice, even though you
may be frustrated by circumstances
limiting your movement and
communication. A roamer by nature,
you love your freedom!

April seems to be more of what
March delivered, in spades. But you,
Capricorn, are probably the best
equipped to handle what comes
your way. Frugal to a fault at times,
you can exercise self-discipline to
an almost scary degree, and create
amazing meals out of next to
nothing. Use home time to initiate
creative projects with the family.

Aquarius
April in a Nutshell:
Why, why, why?
With some tough calls to make, and
little things irritating you beyond
belief, your generally accepting
nature is under pressure. You have
an innate ability to see the big
picture, and are altruistic enough
to see what works best for the
community on a larger scale, and
this will be an attribute to nurture
as April draws on. It is time to refine
and reduce, cut unnecessary stuff
out of your life.

Pisces
April in a nutshell:
Let’s pretend …
More than most people, you have a
fertile imagination and the ability to
create your own version of events.
So, when things are too unpleasant
for you to accept, you may be
tempted to ignore the facts and
relegate them to your ‘sort out later’
box. This might provide short term
comfort, but sooner or later you will
need to address things. Your passion
for helping out can inspire others,
even in tough times. You can shine
this month.

Find more fun features @ cairowestmag.com/entertainment
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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TV Shows

Home Before Dark
A girl moves to a lakeside town where her
father once lived; while there, she unearths
a cold case that everyone, including her
father, tried to bury.

The band is back together again to perform an even bigger heist than
the first one. All of it, however, is a ruse to try and rescue one of their
members (Rio) who has been captured by the authorities.

Belgravia
It follows events decades later when the
emerging nouveau riche, including the
Trenchard family, rub shoulders with
London’s established upper classes, and
when secrets from the past threaten to
emerge.

Find more fun features @ cairowestmag.com/entertainment
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Meet the
Author by
One-on-One with

Yasser Abdel Hafez
Yasser Abdel Hafez is an Egyptian journalist and
novelist, and is an editor at the literary magazine
Akhbar al-adab. His first novel On the Occasion of
Life was longlisted for the International Prize
for Arabic Fiction. His novel The Book of Safety,
translated by award-winning translator Robin
Moger, is an intriguing tale of modern Cairo
that centers around Khaled, the main character,
and his obsession with a mysterious book and its
author.
Where did the initial idea come from for The Book of
Safety?
In the early years of my career, I worked for a while as a
crime journalist. I met criminals and victims, I visited crime
scenes and spent many hours in police stations and court
departments, in addition to having visited a prison once.
I saw tears and remorse. I met criminals who were
considered to be geniuses in their field. I met one who
loved art and wrote poetry, I met another one who was
tormented by what he did, and one who did not care, no
matter how horrible an act he had committed.

to all of its ingredients, all its elements. If you give more
attention to an element and neglect the others, the
result is an unbalanced work. The novel is not only about
language or characters, it’s not just an idea, it is all of that
and more.
Among all the novels that you read, do you have a
favorite anti-hero and in what way are his/her actions
interesting for a reader?

When you deal with the underworld, you discover that
there is a completely different reality that differs from
what we see. The world of darkness and shadows has
different motives, different ideas, and a singular view
of life, as if there are two adjacent and separate worlds
despite what unites them. I always wanted to represent
this world without ethical judgment and beyond good
and evil.

Jack Merridew in Golding’s Lord of the Flies. He is just a boy
but that does not prevent him from being cruel, violent,
and evil. Perhaps he represents the frightening side of
our souls, which has existed since our childhood—a dark
side that can appear at any time, an essential part of our
nature, a basic instinct born with innocence.

Did you first develop the main character and then
build a story around him?  

Till I collapse.

No, I’ve always envisioned a whole world. Perhaps
it starts with just a scene or a vague feeling but the
characters are not essential to me at the beginning of
the writing process. There must be major, active, lively,
and charismatic characters but they are not as important
as the main idea of the work. Everything follows the
mysterious spirit of the work.

What is your life motto?
What author, living or dead, would you like to meet
and what would you say to them?
Virginia Woolf. Perhaps I would try to convince her not
to commit suicide and that nothing is worth it. She most
probably wouldn’t be impressed by my words, so I would
start by helping her choose the most colorful stones with
which she could fill her pockets before going down to the
river and I would try to stall her as much as possible.

Do you tend to give more importance to the style, the
plot, or the characters, while writing?

If you were writing your autobiography, what would
the title be?

Writing is practical, like cooking. You must pay attention

I Was Not There
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Fantastic Reads for April
by

Beast Feast
by Emma Yarlett and Kane Miller
Includes 5 letters to unfold and
read; hilarious and heartfelt, with
monstrous recipes; led by charming
and endearing characters; themes
of friendship, responsibility and
compromise; creator of the bestselling
Dragon Post, as well as all of the
Nibbles adventures. Beast (a beast)
plans to eat Dinner (a little boy) at a
big feast, and sends invitations to all
his beastly friends. Readers open the
foldout RSVPs to find that everyone is
coming! (Though some do have special
dietary requirements.) But don’t worry
about Dinner. He’s already got a plan
to escape being... dinner.

The Boy at the Back of
the Class
by Onjali Q. Raúf
Told with humor and
heart, The Boy at the
Back of the Class is
a novel that offers a
child’s perspective
on the refugee crisis,
highlighting the
importance of friendship
and kindness in a world
that doesn’t always make
sense.

READ MORE
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In My Heart: A Book of Feelings

My Little Cairo ABC

by Jo Witek

by Kristin Jankowski

Happiness, sadness, bravery, anger,
shyness . . . our hearts can feel so
many feelings! Some make us feel
as light as a balloon, others as heavy
as an elephant. In My Heart explores
a full range of emotions, describing
how they feel physically, inside.
With language that is lyrical but also
direct, toddlers will be empowered
by this new vocabulary and will be
able to practice articulating and
identifying their own emotions.

Illustrated by Ahmed
Hossam
My Little Cairo ABC
presents the first Egyptian
educational children’s book
about Cairo and African
animals. You will find both
the English and Arabic
edition of this modern and
beautifully illustrated book
available today.

find more book reviews @ cairowestmag.com/entertainment
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The First Mall hosted “The Queens’ Brunch”  

“She believed she could, so she
did!” Just as The First Mall believes
that all women are worth the time,
effort, and dedication it can offer
them. That is why “The Queens’
Brunch’’ was held last month at
The First Mall at Four Seasons to
celebrate outstanding women
in the community. It was a day
where admired influencers and
public figures came together for
an enjoyable time, making it an
occasion to remember.
The First Mall witnessed a very
heartwarming gathering of
some of your favorite public and
influential figures, like Nour Abu
El Ela, Sherine Hamdy, and Zayneb
Azzam, joined by other rising
influencers like Malak Badawi,
Aliaa Serry, Masha Dubroveski,

Laila Yousef and Radwa El Ziki
“Zedified”. Some of the top lifestyle
magazines in Egypt attended, like
Cairo West Publications, Ladybird,
Fitness& Lifestyle, Sehraya, Cairo
Pulse, and With us bel3raby.
The day kicked off with the
beautiful guests having a
delicious brunch while enjoying
soothing live piano music in the
background. The food was served
in a royal-like style in parallel
with the theme, with everyone
especially thrilled with the gesture
of customizing desserts with
each of their names. The fun then
continued when the ladies went on
a shopping spree around the mall,
exploring the stores, and blogging
about all the amazing gift ideas
found.

The day left the attendees feeling
like Queens, which was the main
purpose! The buzz the event
created exceeded all expectations
and it was most pleasing to witness
the fun the guests had brunching,
taking memorable pictures
together, and strolling around the
mall.
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art galleries

UBUNTU Gallery
Artists: Ahmed El Badawi
Exhibition Date: 15th March- 4th of April.
Address: 20 Hassan Sabry St. El Zamalek.
entrance from Ibn Zinky St.

UBUNTU Gallery
Artists: Sarah El Samman
Exhibition Date: 15th March- 11th of April.
Address: 20 Hassan Sabry St. El Zamalek.
entrance from Ibn Zinky St.

TAM. Gallery
Artists: 83 contemporary Egyptian artists
Exhibition Date: 27th of March - 10th of April
Address: Km 28, Cairo-Alexandria Desert Road,
Abu Rawwash.

CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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La Terrace

Food with a View at the President Hotel
Type of cuisine: International,
including ample vegan and
vegetarian options.
Signature dishes: Fillet steak, but in
this well-balanced menu, everything
stands out.
Dishes sampled: Let’s be frank,
we indulged in absorbing the
panoramic views from all aspects
before letting our attention drift
to the menu. But, when we did, it
didn’t take too long to go for some
enticing options. Kicking off with
Fish Cakes, we loved the delicate
Asian flavors, with a distinctive taste
of kaffir lime leaves. Quite dense,
they proved to be more filling than
we expected. Our choice of Salmon
and Spinach Quiche was wellfounded, the pastry was light and
crisp when we sunk our teeth in,
and the filling nicely balanced. We
found that the accompanying salad
provided a nice contrast.
Portion sizes are not too large, so
it leaves you room to explore the
entrée selection. Even though we
had heard great things about the
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steaks, we opted for pasta and a
divine Butter Chicken Masala. With
an Indian chef ruling the kitchen we
would have been foolish not to. It
was perfection, and we had wisely
asked for mild. It packed just the
right amount of punch, the spices
wafting through in layers, the tender
chicken resting in a generous bath of
creamy tomato and yoghurt sauce.
Served with a mound of simple
basmati rice, it really didn’t need
more.
The Penne with Pesto and Shrimp
was also well executed. The pesto
sauce contained walnut and garlic,
but didn’t overpower the flavor of
the juicy shrimp. With a light dusting
of Parmesan cheese, it went down
easily.
Which brought us to the matter
of dessert. Should we indulge or
exercise willpower? Encouraged by
the small but tempting selection,
we went for Crème Brûlée and Warm
Apple Tart with Vanilla Ice-cream.
The servings were dainty, just right
to wind up a pleasant evening.
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Forgoing coffee, we wandered off
into the balmy night air of Zamalek.
Other menu options that
appealed: We were intrigued
by the wide range of vegan and
vegetarian dishes, and would love
to try the Quinoa and Raisin Salad.
The Broccoli and Potato Thai Red
Curry would be a must, and Pad Thai
Shrimp with Rice Noodles would
be on our list as well. Not to forget
breakfast, the concise menu has
some of our favorites. Anyone for
Egg Benedict Royale?
Beverages: Soft options and a full
bar. It is good to know that cold
pressed juices are available from 7
am through to 10:30 pm.
Décor and ambience: La Terrace is
a spot for whatever mood you are in.
Meeting up with friends for coffee,
lunch with the ladies, a work session
on your laptop, or a relaxed evening
bite. The space is laid out in areas

#CAIROFOOD

that offer different seating options,
all comfortable and well-spaced.
Smokers have a designated lounge
area away from the main space,
connected but partly shielded by
a glass divider. Smart thinking, we
thought.
The décor is fresh, plant filled and
abounding in understated chic. Little
touches like the natural linen table
runners, ceramic tableware, huge
bamboo lightshades and creative
use of tiles create a nice vibe. Just
a thought, guys, it would be lovely
to have matching table napkins.
Maybe that is in the works. On our
visit, service was discreet and left
us plenty of privacy to enjoy our
surroundings, something that is
always appreciated.
Clientele mix: The Zamalek crowd,
and day-trippers from the outer
‘burbs.
Price range: Moderate upwards.

11th Floor, President Hotel
22 Taha Hussein St., Zamalek
02 2735 0718
PresidentHotelCairo
thepresidentcairo
Due to the current circumstances,
please call ahead or get in touch on
social media to verify whether the
restaurant to currently operating and
the most up-to-date opening hours

for more great reviews, visit cairowestmag.com/restaurants
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Italiano

Food Made with Love & Gusto at ZED
How many times have you heard, “Authentic Italian” food
only to find dish recipes heavily influenced by the Egyptian
customer’s palate and preferences? We’ll tell you: many! At
Italiano though, the story starts at authentic Italian, and
ends at authentic Italian. With a commitment to making
light, healthy Italian dishes. The Italiano kitchen is run by
Chef Francesco (Pier 88), with Chef Ignacio in charge of
pizzas, breads and baked items, and 20 year-old Chef Yuri in
charge of divine savory Italian dishes.
Influences from northern Italy, central Italy and southern
Italy can be seen and tasted in a variety of dishes. So, let
our Italian viaggio begin!
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Signature dishes: For diners like
us who’ve sampled many a pizza
in Italy, the pizza here at Italiano
happily kicks all their behinds.
Guaranteed, the best pizza you will
have anywhere in Egypt. Salads also
feature heavily in this healthy menu,
but forget your regular restaurant
salad overblown with greens and
only a few other ingredients in the
mix. The salads here are a work of
art. Salmon Fillet, Tagliatelle Ragu,
Beef Fillet are also among the
signature dishes.
Dishes sampled: An unconventional
but surprisingly wonderful start, we
began our Italian romance with two
kinds of Pizza, White Vegetarian,
featuring a perfectly grilled taste
on the topping zucchini sticks, and
Buffala. A super thin tender crust
carrying a load of a truly Italian
experience, made with Italian
mozzarella straight from Italy. To
achieve the pull of the dough it can
only be made with flour imported
from Italy! The Pizza this evening
stole the show, and this coming from
a non-pizza eater!
Next came the Salmon Fillet. A
perfectly cooked no-fuss dish with
monotone compliments all orange
in color: carrot puree, caviar, carrot
sheets, carrot balls, etc. Rare to find
a truly crispy skin on a salmon fillet
anywhere. The Beef Fillet was a
gorgeously lean medium-rare cut,
served with zucchini balls and a
few multi-color splashes of various
sauces on the plate. It looked like
a piece of meat set in a Pollock
painting. The Tagliatelle Ragu and
Ravioli along with all the pasta here
are homemade with flour imported
from Italy; hearty, flavorful, rich,
sublime.
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Perhaps another standout dish for us
was the Caponata Sicily, a vegetarian
dish made with carrot, onion, celery,
eggplant, capers, olives, tomatoes,
and vinegar. A new flavor experience
we were not expecting! It definitely
stole our hearts… and taste buds!
The Chicken Salad followed, topped
with a dressing we can only say is
akin to sweet & sour. Needless to say,
this was no ordinary salad, perfectly
proportioned, every mouthful was
different, no overbearing greens
that you have to sift through to find
the other ingredients. The salad
menu is extensive and incredibly
mouthwatering, who knew that one
could dine out excited to order the
salad!
For dessert we were presented with
Mousse White Chocolate and Semi
Fredo Sesame. Both satisfying sweet
bites after a glorious savory meal.
Desserts too are made at the hands
of an Italian dessert chef.
Other menu items that appealed:
Where to begin? Dishes from the
various Italian regions all look
incredibly appealing, and with a new
menu in the works, we’re excited to
be back for another visit.
Décor and ambience: Perhaps
the best thing about Italiano is
that it is quite spacious! With high
ceilings, a few industrial pipes
running through. But as your eye
shifts downwards, you see a casual
chic, cool and contemporary
interior, sleek gray marble-top
tables, architectural chairs, modern
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and streamlined, plenty of seating
arrangements as well as a private
dining table behind a glass wall.
Kitchen counters encircle one area
of the restaurant, and you get to
see the busy kitchen staff in their
element. The kitchen sends out
wafting aromas that you smell upon
walking in, creating an emotional
resonance. In the center is a glass
smoker’s room, as smoking is not
allowed throughout the venue.
An entire side of Italiano is glass,
overlooking a terrace – will be a
great spot in the summer – and ZED
Park, quite a view during the day, at
sunset, and in the evening.
Worthy of note: This is a familyoriented place, no alcohol is being
served here as of yet, delivery will be
available to Sheikh Zayed residents
very soon.
Clientele mix: On a Tuesday night
the venue was pretty empty, seeing
as it is brand new and not many
people know about it. But once the
word gets out, this is going to be a
favorite with Sheikh Zayed residents.
Price range: Slightly on the higher
end, but so worth it!
Daily from 1 pm to 10 pm,
Wednesday to Saturday closing is at
11pm.
Inside Zed Park, Sheikh Zayed.
Due to the current circumstances,
please call ahead or get in touch on
social media to verify whether the
restaurant to currently operating and
the most up-to-date opening hours

for more great reviews, visit cairowestmag.com/restaurants
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Nuwa

in Capital Promenade
Already wildly successful in Alexandria, Nuwa
has landed in the heart of Sheikh Zayed and is
serving up delicious Chinese, Thai, Japanese and
Indian dishes. We visited for a mouth-watering
Asian fusion meal and left impressed.
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Signature dishes: Golden Money Bags, Shrimp
Sweet & Sour, Peking Duck, Green Curry Chicken,
Butter chicken, Fried Egg Noodles, Hot Sashimi
Roll, Dragon Roll.
Dishes sampled: Nuwa’s menu is extensive
and each dish is denoted with a symbol of the
country of origin, so we choose from across
the cuisine spectrum. For starters, we went for
the Shrimp Tom Yum Soup, Chicken Steamed
Dumplings, Shrimp Kunafa, along with the
Salmon Tartare with lime sesame dressing.
Nuwa’s Tom Yum soup is one of the best we have
ever tried, hands down! Juicy and tender shrimp
and delicious broth with a tang, this soup is
highly recommended. The dumplings were also
perfectly cooked and tender with a wonderful
dipping sauce. The proportion of kunafa pastry
was unbalanced to the shrimp and the tartare,
although beautifully presented and layered, was
a bit on the bland side.
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Dal, the Creamy Sweet Corn Soup,
the glass Noodle Salad, Thai Chicken
Salad, Garlic Chicken, Red Curry,
Chicken Tikka Masala, Crispy Chilli
Fish, and the whole dessert menu!

For mains, we chose the Peking
Duck and the Butter Chicken with a
serving of Garlic Naan. It is always
a treat to order Peking Duck and
Nuwa’s offering is enough food
for two! The crispy shredded duck
arrived with cucumber strips, onion,
hoisin sauce, and pancakes. Perfectly
cooked, this dish was a treat, but you
have to assemble the pancake wraps
correctly to truly enjoy the flavors.
The Butter Chicken was delectable
and tender, with plenty of sauce left
over to enjoy with the Garlic Naan.
Next came a sampling of Nuwa’s
fresh and innovation sushi menu.
We tried the Nuwa Roll, Hot Sashimi
Roll, Red Roll and Spicy Lemon Roll
– each in a stunning presentation. It
is certainly worth a visit to eat sushi
with a group of friends, the portions
are great for sharing.
We were unable to squeeze in
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Décor and ambience: Situated in a
quieter end of Capital Promenade,
we sat outside and enjoyed the
breeze. Nuwa offers both outdoor
and indoor seating with comfortable
modern furnishing. The staff is
attentive and professional and can
help you select the right dish for
your cravings.
Beverages available: Fresh juices,
citrus blends, mocktails, soft drinks
and hot drinks.
Price range: Moderate
Capital Promenade, Sheikh
@nuwaeg
dessert after such a massive meal,
but we will definitely make room
next time.
Other menu items that appealed:
So many things! The Spring Rolls, the

Due to the current circumstances,
please call ahead or get in touch on
social media to verify whether the
restaurant to currently operating and
the most up-to-date opening hours

for more great reviews, visit cairowestmag.com/restaurants
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Mid Munch
Great Food in Midtown Mall

Mid Munch is an eclectic combination
of to go sandwiches, coffee, fine dining
and sober bar all well distributed in the
restaurant area. We popped in for an
early lunch during the soft opening.
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Type of cuisine: International
Dishes sampled: We began with
the Spicy Chicken Soup and a
creamy Mushroom Soup, both
served with a slice of buttery garlic
bread, followed by a delicious platter
of yellow and red cheddar cheese
fried sticks, accompanied by a honey
mustard house sauce. The golden
brown crusty sticks filled with gooey
melted cheddar were finger-licking
good. Our second appetizer, Beef
Teriyaki, came as tender slices of
premium beef, cooked medium well,
slightly pinkish in the center, drizzled
with a sweet and savory teriyaki
sauce and garnished with green
onions. Our mains were suggestions
of the house and they were spot
on, a Beef Mushroom Rigatoni and
Salmon Steak with green risotto. The
pasta dish was divinely delicious
– al dente rigatoni pasta drenched
in a creamy beef mushroom sauce.
Our Salmon Steak was served a tad
overcooked for our taste and our
green risotto was quite unusual as
we would have expected a creamy,
velvety dish.
For dessert we shared one of the nobake cheesecake jars – blueberry. A
deep scoop into the jar cut through
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the crushed cookie bottom and
brought along the light creamy
cheesecake filling and the blueberry
topping, you will definitely not want
to share yours. We finished up with
a steaming hot cup to go of Brown
Nose classic Brazilian coffee.

counter are ready to entertain
you while brewing your next cup.
Upstairs a lavish lounge area serves
the fine dining menu. Velvet, a
crystal chandelier even a sinking
boat door are used to give a lot of
character to this room.

Other menu options that
appealed: Every available flavor of
the cheesecake in jars.

Clientele mix: New Cairo university
students, mall goers.

Beverages: Cold and hot drinks exclusive retail Brown Nose Coffee,
and non-alcoholic house cocktails.
Décor and ambience: Mid Munch
is easily spotted right next to the
Midtown Mall’s main entrance. A
wooden pergola with large glass
windows is rightly situated in
front of the restaurant and gives
a great overview of the street and
surrounding restaurants. Shisha is
available in the pergola and there
are screens to watch matches,
and fast Wi-Fi access is available
upon request. The sandwich/sober
bar area is located on the ground
floor and hosts small shop shelves
along the wall displaying imported
chocolates and candies. There is a
salad display where you can choose
the toppings of your own sandwich.
Well trained baristas behind the

Price range: Moderate
Midtown Mall
1st Settlement – in front of AUC
0111 13 7 1113
@midmunch.egy
Due to the current circumstances,
please call ahead or get in touch on
social media to verify whether the
restaurant to currently operating and
the most up-to-date opening hours

CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Oh
Betty!

Inspired by the classic American diner,
Oh Betty! has landed in White by
Waterway to delight with Americana
cuisine with a modern twist. We visited
during a very busy lunch rush to see
what Betty had in store.

American Diner Comfort
Food in New Cairo

Dishes sampled: Having missed the opportunity
to sample breakfast, we took our time digesting the
extensive and imaginative menu. A lot of innovation has
gone into devising the menu at Oh Betty! This is not your
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Signature dishes: Steak & Chips, Molten Chicken, Choco
Fettuccini Bowl, and the entire breakfast and milkshake
menu.
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old-school classic American diner.
We opted for the Loaded Nachos
and Garlic Cheese Bombs for
starters, followed up by the
Gravy Mushroom & Swiss Burger and
the Buttered Chimichurri Sirloin. Due
to the sheer volume of diners in the
place, our food took a little while to
arrive, but it was understandable.
The tortilla chips appear to be
freshly made and they are super
crunchy and delicious, loaded with
cheese sauce and kidney beans.
Some of the toppings appeared to
be missing, the nachos seemed a
bit bare, but delicious nonetheless.
Three bowls with sour cream,
pico de gallo salsa and guacamole
accompany the nachos and they
are all authentic. The cheese bombs
sounded very interesting; mixed
cheese and herbs rolled in crumbs
and fried, served with aioli avocado
and smoked BBQ mayo. Upon
tasting, they are definitely delicious
and not greasy, however there was
no avocado in sight.
Our mains appeared very soon
after. The chargrilled Angus beef
patty was smothered in mushroom
gravy, braised onions and Emmental
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cheese. The freshly baked burger
bun, along with crisp French fries,
complemented a perfectly delicious
burger. The Buttered Chimichurri
Sirloin consisted of a prime beef fillet
topped with the classic Argentinian
sauce: finely chopped parsley,
minced garlic, olive oil, oregano
and red wine vinegar. The meat was
succulent and we enjoyed the sauce,
but it may not be for everyone. There
is another steak option for those
who are wary.
Unable to manage dessert, we left
with the strong desire to return and
try a milkshake or the Hot Cookie
Dough and Cream Dessert. There’s a
lot to choose from on this menu and
it deserves a few visits if possible.
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with the rest of the burgers list.
Decor and ambience: Although it
just recently opened, this is a busy
place! Decked out in baby pink,
black and grey tones, the space
definitely has a distinct industrial
chic décor. This is a modern diner,
not your 50s aesthetic. Oh Betty! has
a large outdoor area and interior
space with some bench seating,
certainly enough room to house a
lot of hungry diners.
Clientele mix: Groups of friends
enjoying the sunny weekend,
families with kids digging into
milkshakes. This is a busy place full
of chatter.
Price range: Above average.
Hot tip: Breakfast is served until 2
pm every day

Beverages available: Again, variety
is the name of the game at Oh Betty!
An extensive hot and iced coffees
menu, detox shakes and smoothies,
seasonal fruit juices, smoothies and
milkshakes, and fizzy drinks. It is a
dizzying array of beverages.

White by the Waterway,
New Cairo

Other menu items that appealed:
Where do we begin? Definitely the
pancakes list had us drooling. The
Loaded Fries and the quesadillas and
taco menu sound delicious, along

Due to the current circumstances,
please call ahead or get in touch on
social media to verify whether the
restaurant to currently operating and
the most up-to-date opening hours

@ohbettydiner

for more great reviews, visit cairowestmag.com/restaurants
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Café
Supreme
at Almaza City Center

New Branches & New Menu
With 18 branches in Cairo and 3 more in the pipeline due to
open soon, we visited Café Supreme latest branch at Almaza
City Center.
Type of cuisine: International/
comfort food
Dishes sampled: We showed up
for a late breakfast on a midweek
day. Café Supreme has recently
revamped its look and also designed
a new menu for breakfast only.
We started off by choosing two of
the Supreme Signatures: Salmon
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Fried Egg on Loaf and the Egg
Pie. The Salmon Fried Egg on a
Loaf consisted of two slices of
white toast topped with mashed
avocado, smoked salmon, drizzled
with capers and dill, and a layer of
sunny side egg and a touch of sour
cream. This dish is accompanied
by oven-roasted potatoes with a

mustard base sauce. The second
Supreme Signature was the Egg Pie:
a cheese stuffed bread crust filled
tomato sauce with bell peppers,
oriental sausages and sunny side
eggs. A meal on its own, this option
was certainly the highlight of our
breakfast, the aroma of freshly baked
bread, filled with gooey melted
cheese and the combination of
sausages and eggs made it a perfect
breakfast dish.
Café Supreme offers two combos:
American and Supreme – both
omelet based. We opted for
the Supreme version: omelet
accompanied by oriental sausages,
sautéed mushroom, oven roasted
potatoes, mixed leaves salad, three
slices of toast along with individual
portions of jam and feta cheese. The
combos are served with your choice
of orange juice, tea or coffee. Our
overall view was that the breakfast
menu mainly concentrates on egg
dishes. There’s one egg free option
which is the Labneh Bites – and of
course the Bakery section offering
croissant and doughnuts. At the end
we treated ourselves to a delicious
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triggered to come again especially
for the Special Lotus Waffle.
Beverages: Cold and hot drinks,
quite a long list of types of coffee.
Décor and ambience: The new
decor is modern and elegant. Gray
stone tables, brown leather and
grey fabric chairs. Gray walls, bright
spotlights contrast with the black
ceiling exposing the pipes – an
industrial touch to the decoration.
The indoor area is accessed through
the mall and the outdoor area
overlooks the Food Hub patio.
Clientele mix: Mall goers, families,
friends, business diners.

Lotus Carrot Cake, a warm cup of
tea and second cup of Americano
coffee.

Price range: Reasonably priced

Other menu options that
appealed: Café Supreme has a
very extensive menu. This time we
limited ourselves to the novelty of
the breakfast menu. We would be

City Center Almaza
0101 722 4441
@cafesupremeeg

Cafe Supreme’s
Salmon Fried Egg
on Loaf

For the Salmon Fried Egg on Loaf

Energize yourself for the day with
this healthy Salmon Fried Egg on
Loaf, preparation time is only 10
minutes!

Ingredients:
• 1 slice baguette

For the side Baked Potato
Wedges
Ingredients:

• 1 egg

• 1 potato

• ¼ cup capers

• 6 tablespoons virgin olive oil

• 1 slice smoked salmon

• ¼ cup cheddar cheese, grated

• ½ lemon, zest only

• Salt

• 1 tablespoon sour cream

• Pepper

• Half an avocado
• Salt & pepper
• 1 tablespoon butter

• Rosemary
• Thyme

Preparation:

Preparation:

Slice the avocado into pieces,
season it with salt and pepper
to your taste. Put the seasoned
avocado on the baguette then
place the smoked salmon over the
avocado. Sprinkle the lemon zest
and capers on the smoked salmon.

Parboil the potato and slice into
wedges - Fill a saucepan with
room temperature water and add
the potatoes, then bring them to a
light boil.

Put the butter in the pan and let
heat for 30 seconds then break the
egg into the pan, and fry lightly.
Put it on top of the salmon then
add the sour cream over the top of
the fried egg.

#CAIROFOOD

Due to the current circumstances,
please call ahead or get in touch on
social media to verify whether the
restaurant to currently operating and
the most up-to-date opening hours

Cover the potato wedges with 2
tablespoons of olive oil using a
cooking brush, and season to taste.
Sprinkle with rosemary and thyme
for extra flavor. Put in the oven for
5 minutes on an oiled oven tray.
When ready, sprinkle with grated
cheese.

for more great reviews, visit cairowestmag.com/restaurants
CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM
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Mezzeh

Extravagant Friday Brunch at Le Meridien Cairo Airport
This was our second visit to Mezzeh – the Lebanese
restaurant at Le Meridien Cairo Airport. This time around
we were in for a hearty Friday brunch open buffet. Once
we walked in, we could already spot some changes in the
decoration: the black seats had given way to vibrant colorful
chairs, the walls were decorated with beautiful oriental
tapestry and regional pictures. The formality of week
days was totally transformed with live cooking stations,
displaying Lebanese, Oriental, Italian and Chinese cuisine,
with the soundtrack of a house DJ.

second round. From the outdoor
live cooking stations we opted for
a platter of mixed grills: chicken
shish taouk and shawerma; beef
and kofta. The grills were tender
and juicy. From the Chinese corner
we shared a bowl of noodles and
calamari. Even after this feast where
we tried to behave ourselves by
sharing most meals, the desserts
were so prominently displayed
in the middle of the hall that you
would make a mental reminder to
leave some room for the sweets.
This time each to his own: chocolate
fountain, oriental treats, mini pies,
tarts, mousses and macaroons – a
patisserie show case. We opted
for the classic Om Ali, the cream
caramel and the coffee tart.
Clientele mix: Families, travelers,
hotel guests, business diners.
Price range: Moderate upwards.
There are two options, one with soft
beverages included, one with local
alcoholic beverages included.
Please note: The buffet has been
temporarily suspended but expects
to be back with its wonderful array
of dishes after Ramadan.
Le Meridien Cairo Airport

Type of cuisine: International open
buffet (Fridays)
Dishes sampled: The buffet
brunch is displayed throughout the
entire restaurant hall while the live
cooking stations are place outdoors
on the terrace. We started off with
two bowls of warm soup: Lentil
and Orzo (Italian equivalent of the
lisan asfour). The long salad bar
displayed a variety of salad mixes,
oriental dips, seafood verrines (the
trendy appetizers served in shot
glasses), along with a selection of
salad ingredients so you can make
your own. We opted to make a salad
platter and sample a little of the
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most appealing options: the classic
mutabel, muhamara, fattoush, a
refreshing beetroot-orange salad
and a surprisingly tasty mushroom
salad (diced cucumber, kidney
beans, corn, crab, and mushroom).
From the cold seafood appetizers,
we tried the Octopus Shrimp Chili,
Salmon Mousse with Capers and
the Mussels. We followed the same
idea of sharing a platter with the
hot buffet display: Fattah Beef,
Mussak, Stuffed Zucchini with
Minced Meat and Béchamel Sauce,
Sea Bass Filet and Gratin Potatoes.
With all due fairness, the Mussak
was outstanding and deserved a

02 22659600
@lemeridiencairoairporthotel
Due to the current circumstances,
please call ahead or get in touch on
social media to verify whether the
restaurant to currently operating and
the most up-to-date opening hours

for more great reviews, visit cairowestmag.com/restaurants

CRAVE

Delicious & Nutritious Vegan
Enriched Pasta
Coptic fasting can be a challenge when it comes
to cooking tasty delicious dishes.
However fasting recipes should not be either a
sacrifice of flavor or of nutritional value.
This vegan enriched pasta is slightly lower in
calories and carbohydrates, slightly higher in
protein and vitamin A.

Carbohydrates like pasta provide glucose,
the crucial fuel for your brain and muscles,
since pasta is an awesome source of complex
carbohydrates releasing energy at a slow and
sustained level, you don’t get the energy spikes
associated with simple sugars.
Here is our easy and delicious red sauce pasta
recipe you are sure to enjoy.

Ingredients:
• Tomato Sauce
• 4 x 400 g tins of quality chopped tomatoes
• 2 tablespoon / 30 ml olive oil
• 5 garlic cloves, finely chopped
• 1 cup water
• 3 teaspoons brown sugar
• 1-1¼ tsp sea salt
• Pepper, to taste
• ½ teaspoon hot chili powder or flakes (optional)
• Large sprig of basil (optional)
Preparation:
Heat olive oil in a large frying pan.
Throw in garlic and stir-fry it on low-medium heat until it
softens and becomes fragrant.
Add tinned tomatoes. If using plum tomatoes squash them
with a potato masher first before adding to the pan. Now
add stock or water, add 1 teaspoon of salt and chili and
simmer (without a lid) on a low heat for about 45 to 60
minutes giving it a good stir every 10 to 15 minutes. You
want the tomatoes to break down fully and the sauce to
thicken so that it coats your pasta nicely.
Towards the end of cooking time, add a large spring of fresh
basil and submerge it in the sauce to release its beautiful
aroma. Season the sauce with sugar (to neutralize citric acid
used to preserve the tomatoes), pepper and more salt if
needed. You can also add a bit more olive oil if you want it
to be richer.
If you want your sauce to be smooth, transfer it into a
blender and give it a good whiz. Or you can skip this step if
you don’t mind your sauce a little chunky.
Mix the sauce into freshly cooked pasta. Serve with a few
olives, lemon zest and fresh parsley.

CAIROCENTRALMAG.COM

S E RVI C E S

What’s New

NOW OPeN

EGSN is proud to announce the
launch of its new service! A single
box containing all of your household
needs.
Online
0110 033 3397

Online
0111 111 9682

The Good Meat Company deliver
high-end, healthy and fresh products
from a local farm. There are currently
shops in Ahmed Oraby, Mokkatem
offering all kinds of meat cuts and
chicken. A butcher shop will soon
open in the 5th settlement, and
delivery is available across Greater
Cairo.

Homemade Away from Home is what
180°Celsius is all about. The reason
behind the name is simple: most
goodies are baked in the oven on
180°Celsius.

Online
0122 740 0233
180degCelsius
180degcelsius

Online
0100 661 0069
hotdeskapp
hotdesk.app
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Indulge yourself in mouthwatering
desserts made out of the finest
ingredients available in the market.
Goodies range from bars, cakes,
cookies, cupcakes and whatever else
you crave. Make your pick wisely,
because you will be coming back for
more simply because there’s always
room for dessert!

Hotdesk is an online platform for work
and study spaces that enables users
to book a place to work or study in
3 clicks by the hour, day, or month.
Hotdesk is a great app for anyone that
wants to study, work remotely, or have
a chic place to meet their clients! With
50+ venues in Cairo and 100+ spaces
in 17 cities, Hotdesk is the #1 app to
book a professional fully equipped
work, study or have a meeting.

BEAUTY
Instagram: @makeupbyhanaa
Facebook: Makeup by Hana
ECO-FRIENDLY INITIATIVES
Drumstick Designs
Instagram: @drumstick_designs
Facebook: @drumstickdesigns
Address: Darb 1718, Fostat in Old Cairo
Tel: 0109 776 7067
Up- Fuse
Facebook / Instagram: @Upfuse
Tel: 02 2308 1147
Shagrha
Facebook: @shagrha
Instagram: @shagrhango
Tel: 0101 810 8151
Smart Straws
Facebook: @smartstraweco
Address: 4 Al Sebaq St., El-Bostan, Heliopolis
Tel: 0110 203 4300

i

Capitalize
Potential
Online
OUR SERVICES

Targeted social media campaigns
Full social media management
Google ads
Search engine optimization (SEO)
Email marketing
Photography and videography

0122 975 7575

cairopulseonline.com
info@cairopulseonline.com

